SOCIAL THINKING
Part 6 - Session 19
Theme: Perspective Taking

Look, Say, Do

Aims:
•
•
•

•

For students to be able to recognise that we all have thoughts about other people (when
alone and with people).
For students to recognise that other people have thoughts about them too!
For students to recognise that we make impressions in three different ways:
1. How we look (LOOK)
2. What we say (SAY)
3. What we do (DO)
For students to be aware that impressions are made in a few seconds (not just in face to
face conversation).
Activity

Impressions – What
We Do

Procedure
Remind the students that we make impressions on
others through:

Equipment
Look, Say, Do
Symbols

1. How we look (LOOK)
2. What we say (SAY)
3. What we do (DO)
Discuss the actions on the cards and the impression
that the person might create.
What impression does the person’s actions make?
How does the person’s look/context change your
impression? For example, a person randomly sings
& dances in the street versus a person stood behind
a microphone with guitar – infer a busker etc.
How does your impression change if the person
adds an explanation (SAY)? For example, when
they yawn they cover their mouth and apologise
saying that they didn’t get much sleep last night.
Compare the impression this makes to just yawning
with your mouth open with no explanation.
Make guesses about what has happened/what will
happen next due to the impression created.

Know, Think &
Guess Symbols

CUT OUT CARDS & DISCUSS

Yawning all the way
through a lesson.

Yawning while a friend
tells the individual about
their weekend.

Pulling up a chair for
someone at lunchtime.

Making a call while
walking down the street.

Making a call in the
school corridor.

Person walks very slowly
with their head hanging
down.

Passing a spoon to
someone in the canteen.

Passing a spoon to
someone in the school
corridor between lessons.

Person walks at a quick
pace holding their head
up.

Starring at someone on
the bus.

Emptying their school bag
in the school reception
area.

Throwing their school bag
across a classroom.

Offering cakes to random
strangers on the street.

Offering homemade
cakes to peers and school
staff at lunchtime.

Singing outside a
shopping centre.

